Ideas
I.

Solutions – see www.blastthetrumpet.com for more
A.

Economies
1.

2.

Premises
a)
Global is dependent upon strong national GNPs
b)
National is dependent upon strong state/provincial GNPs
c)
State or Provincial is dependent upon strong Local GNPs
d)
Local is dependent upon strong business entities and individuals
(1)
All economies are based on providing needed or perceived
necessary products and services
(2)
Proverbs 8:12 Individual innovations leads to continued
supply of needed products and services
(3)
All economies are dependent upon Wisdom; Wisdom comes
from GOD (James 1:5,17) therefore strong economies on all levels
are based on individuals KNOWING GOD and praying for WISDOM!
Remedies
a)
Know GOD! (Jer 31:3134; 29:1113; Acts 2:38,39; Jn 14:26; 1Jn
2:27)
b)
Pray for Wisdom (James 1:5, 17; Proverbs 8:12)
c)
Provide a needed or desired product or service!
d)
Do away with all taxation!
(1)
Taxation always has been and always will be oppressive and
unnecessary!
(2)
Citizens should demand of their governing officials to print
currency as necessary for the nation’s solvency and governing
operations without demanding tribute from them at all!
(3)
The IRS should exist in the future as an accounting service to
the public for all revenues brought in by the natural resources,
energy providers and utilities owned by the people, managing the
operating costs of all public servants in all aspects of government, all
branches, all levels, all public service entities giving posted annual
accounting of all revenues and expenditures, providing true and
accurate profit and loss statements to the public for all governing
operations; clearly itemized and available publicly in printable
format via the Internet.

(4)
No more taxes include real property taxes! Never again
should citizens lose their home and lands to extortionist governing
corrupt officials! All revenue for governments on all levels come
from the natural resources provided by GOD for all mankind and
those services such as energy and utilities that should be owned and
managed by the people! (All citizens working in those fields become
regulated public servants)
(5)
No more taxes means no more estate taxes! Intestate
situations should be eliminated altogether by mandating annual
revisions to last will and testaments for all citizens of legal age to
designate such; and real properties should fall by law to the
beneficiaries so declared by legal mandate and sealed by the same
encryption methods that secure legal tender internationally. Public
servants in the form of legal executors that are authorized by the
people to open such sealed records upon the demise of the
benefactors such that it is impossible any longer for insurance
companies to avoid paying on policies needs to be implemented
immediately. (Sealed Wills, Testaments, and Life Insurance Policies
will save some benefactors from being murdered by perspective
beneficiaries as no one will know if they are a beneficiary with this
method unless the benefactor trusts them enough to tell them
personally.) The public servant executors would only be authorized
to open such sealed legal documents in the presence of the
beneficiaries listed on the first document opened. (In other words
the first page of such legal declarations would simply list the
beneficiaries who would then be notified by law to appear for the
opening of the rest of the declarations and policies) Only by
confirming identities of the beneficiaries such as by registered finger
print scan, or retinal, or voice or whatever standard becomes the
secure standard of practice in the 21st century and beyond; could the
rest of the documents be opened; such that beneficiaries know that
no tampering of the deceased’ declarations occurred. For non‐
compliant citizens that still die intestate; possessions and properties
should fall to charitable organizations designated by the people or
the proceeds from such government sales clearly declared by the
annual accounting statements by the future services of the IRS who
monitors all aspects of government and governing officials; NOT the
people! Public servants must be virtually incorruptible; otherwise
the masses inevitably SUFFER and die!

e)
Citizens should demand all natural resources are to benefit all
citizens equally! (Fund all agreed social services like education, police
powers, correctional facilities, fire prevention, water, sewage,
healthcare, etc.) Taxes are unnecessary! Funding for all social services is
the prerogative of the people empowering citizens from among
themselves to govern them and provide these services by minting
currency as necessary to maintain all such agreed operations!
f)
Free your thinking from brainwashed, slave mentalities!
Governments do NOT exist to rule over, oppress or dictate to the masses;
but to SERVE them! You tell them how you want your quality of life to be!
NOT the other way around!
(1)
Elected Officials salaries must be approved by the people by
popular vote! At the highest levels to attract the most qualified
citizens the pay should be commensurate; but the elected officials
should NOT be able to grant themselves raises without public
approval and any public officials taking bribes of any kind
(monetary, services, sex or anything at all) should be permanently
barred from holding public office; have their assets liquidated to
benefit common services after paying any respective victims, and
find themselves working as an indentured servant to the public who
are the ones that are inevitably ripped off by political and plutocratic
corruption.
(2)
Absolutely no bribes, kickbacks, or incentives to pass laws
favoring wealthy contributors which always comes at the expense of
oppressing the poor masses! (Increase the penalties until corrupt
politicians and the bribers are either all in prison, working as
indentured servants to the public or if that fails to correct the
problem increase the penalty to capital punishment because their
oppression leads to the death and destruction of many)!

(3)
No public service is to be extracted from the working masses
in the form of taxation or any other tribute to elected PUBLIC
SERVANTS! Instead those persons elected to govern or working in
the fields of agreed social services have their salaries approved by
the rest of the citizenry by regular annual public votes with the cost
of living clearly known in the process! (This would give the public
regular chances to address minimum wage; for if your politicians
didn’t grant the public a livable wage, then citizens could mandate
they have to work for the sorry slave wages they think others
deserve!) All funding for all social services are provided by minting
currency as necessary for all such operations and the natural
resources sold to manufacture products and services in behalf of the
masses! (Thus the billions being pocketed by a few greedy
individuals claiming ownership of all the oil, all the coal, all the trees,
etc. would be profiting all citizens equally in the form of high quality
of life as everyone would have the RIGHT to all publicly agreed social
services!
(4)
Even quality education and health care could be paid by the
proceeds of natural resources and by the will of the people to mint
currency as necessary to pay all associated expenses! People just
have to agree to make it so! All of society benefits because as long as
people show the aptitude and attitude they could choose the
profession of their Divine calling; no longer dependant on personal
or familial resources to pay exorbitant private education fees; only
dependent upon each individual maintaining the standards set by
society to pursue education for that particular trade or profession!
(In my opinion all healthcare providers should be required to
maintain at least a 3.7 GPA (out of a 4.0) in their fields of
specialization and at least 120 hours annually of current education;
as people’s lives are at stake and individual errors result in lifelong
tragedies, agonies, and even death of their patients!)
g)
Citizens must unite for their common welfare to change the world
in which they exist for the better. (Universal Unions with firms of
attorneys representing workers’ rights against employers publicly
funded through the proceeds of natural resources, energy and utilities
and the empowerment of minting currency as necessary to cover citizens
public rights; including legal representation against the greedy megalo
maniacs of today that have amassed so much wealth the poor no longer
have a legal voice in civil or criminal arenas.)
h)
Citizens must make sure all other citizens are obedient to God’s
Instructions or they will be cursed according to Deuteronomy 28 and
1Tim 1:8,9; this includes becoming impoverished!

i)
Citizens should demand that there be no public trading on
commodities! (and in my opinion the entire stock market should be done
away with)
(1)
Investors speculate on grain prices driving it higher and
higher until the poor are literally starving to death; so the masses
should demand of their governments that a portion of land belong to
the masses to grow affordable staples sufficient to provide daily
nourishment for the entire population! Subsidize the farmers as
necessary to keep staples affordable for the poorest members of
society so no one is starving and yet the farmers working for the
people are receiving commensurate income with the private sector.
(2)
Investors speculate on oil which is a resource that currently
drives the price on virtually all other products and services for all
developed nations.
(a)
Oil (and all natural resources) must become essentially
owned by the people and social workers in behalf of the people
harvest it, refine it, at salaries set by the people just like
salaries set for politicians, law enforcement, firefighters,
teachers and in my opinion should become for healthcare
workers and persons dealing with the harvesting and refining
of all natural resources (I know people working in these
professions dread such an idea; but how many in these
professions today don’t get paid in a so called “free market”
and do you really think the public will underpay persons
responsible for their health, safety, welfare and their very
lives? Have faith in the innate human desire to live and live
well! None of these professions would suffer by socialization
and the public making sure quality professionals are rewarded
with incentives for providing quality services and products!)

(b)
Prices are then set by annual vote of the public and
with respect to the poorest members of society; not by a few
wealthy individuals’ literally driving people out of their homes
to starve to death in their unbridled greed! The poor uninsured
masses are turned out in the street to die; even insured persons
are told what treatments are covered and which are not;
whether or not it is in their best interest. Socialized medicine
as a right of all citizens would insure that quality health care
workers remain in practice while those who are not would be
fired! (Because the system would include annual public review
of all public servants and the compilation of citizen surveys for
all serviced by each public servant made public in a database
for easy viewing on the Internet. That is, the public should have
the absolute right to know the quality of service being provided
by their public servants(especially health care workers that
citizens have to trust with their very lives) based on mandatory
reviews of all citizens coming into direct contact with those
public servants) In addition, no one would be left to suffer and
die and all could choose the treatment of their choice by
mandating the creation of an International database of all
known ailments; diagnostics, treatments and the success rate
of recovery for each together with the absolute right of all
citizens to choose the treatment of their own personal desire
based on those statistical facts and all such treatments are
covered without exception! (even those considered “alternative
medicine”) (see www.blastthetrumpet.org for more details)
(c)
Trade only such commodities as are unable to be
produced locally; avoid shipping costs as much as possible by
planned demographic development that mandates all future
residential structures are as selfsufficient as possible; and by
creating urban tiered farming and ranching (reduce petrol
needs until solar; hydroelectric conversion of all transit
occurs)
(3)
Doing away with publicly traded stocks and huge multi‐
nationals has the following benefits

(a)
Currently investors often throw money at entities
expecting profitable returns without conscience reflection as to
how those profits are generated; history now proves this
results in slave wages; poor working conditions; layoffs;
excessive work hours; unpaid hours; lack of benefits; and
destroys economies making a few wealthy people very wealthy
by consolidating profits in this manner while the masses
become impoverished slaves; in addition many entities are so
large they place or bribe corrupt politicians that enable them
to charge ever higher fees to the oppressed masses and break
ever more laws without consequence often causing lifelong
illnesses and death as they cut costs such as adhering to
environmental regulations
(b)
Where there is no accountability there is crime!
Publicly traded stocks enable personal profits without personal
accountability; it fundamentally leads to criminal behavior;
exploitation of every kind; and brings out the worst in human
nature – pure greed even though it means the suffering and
deaths of millions if not billions of citizens worldwide as a
result
(c)
If the only way to increase ones wealth was to continue
to provide products and services; it would force wealthy
persons to continuously innovate and employ people.

(d)
If huge multinationals are done away with and all
business must have conspicuous persons posted responsible for
all operations and working closely with all employees as these
owners and upper management officials would be criminally
and civilly liable for all actions of entity owned then it forces
once again the connection between the common laborer and
the white collar owners and managers and thus better pay and
quality of life results. When ownership is some detached
investor; it is easy to pay slave wages; but when owners and
upper management are personally and conspicuously liable for
all products and services of the entity and actually see the
employees at work it is not so easy to treat them like slaves.
Furthermore, when profits are dependent upon producing high
quality products and services; as opposed to cutting corners at
the expense of the workers, all society benefits. Individual
entities, small business, and conspicuous accountability is a
must! Laws should mandate all owners/CEOs have to
personally meet with all their employees at least annually face
to face and spend at least 4 hours in every position annually
(as long as their health allows) the entity has working as their
employees do. If the entity becomes so large that this becomes
impossible then it has become too large. Frankly, the business
model I prefer over all others is employee ownership.

(e)
When only a few enormous entities exist; it enables
corrupt political ties more easily. Monopolies owned be a few
ultra wealthy individuals can be coerced by corrupt politicians
to do things such as spy on citizens, ignoring the 4th and 14th
amendments of the US Constitution (as has already occurred
with certain telecoms and the illegal executive orders created
primarily during the terms of George W. Bush) Government
controlled propaganda is also the result; causing an ignorant
and brainwashed society as has occurred in virtually all
nations; including the United States as so much of what we see
on the networks is censured. (Like the news stories of the
millions of Americans that have died in hospital caused deaths,
the prevalent genetic trait that leads to all known serious to
terminal conditions (causing the pharmaceuticals to make
billions in profits due to this willfully created public
ignorance); and even such simple stories as the disabled cruise
ship which was caused by an EMP missile attack that the
public was kept in complete ignorance of; or the oil drilling
disaster in the gulf which was also an attack by foreign powers
the US public was kept in ignorance of; or the 911 treasonous
and murderous act of US officials against US citizens that the
public has been intentionally lied to by the corrupt politicians
controlling the media (over 98% of all media is now owned
and controlled by only 6 entities in the United States); etc. etc.
etc.). Diversification; competition and redistribution of wealth
and independent media rights; ensures more people have more
of an opportunity to resist coercion, bribes and alert the public
to dangerous political corruption! (see
www.blastthetrumpet.org for more news worthy stories that
have been censured by corrupt US government controlled
major media.)

j)
All government contracts MUST be OPEN to bids from the private
sectors of the public at large and Correctional Industries consisting of
prison labor should be regulated only to such associated tasks as the
private sector is unwilling to do (such as cleaning litter from highways)
but printing government brochures, constructing public park benches,
fashioning license plates or any other service the private sector of the
public is willing and able to do must again become bid to citizens not
being punished for bad behavior. Correctional Industries has become a
multibillion dollar enterprise and a few crafty businessmen and corrupt
politicians have gotten wealthy off robbing the private sector of these
contracts and employing the modern slave population of the huge penal
colonies in the United States now. What would be a better use of prison
labor is working with charitable organizations like the red cross; or
disaster relief efforts; some noted examples are the refitting of discarded
wheel chairs, crutches, other medical equipment, manufacturing
blankets, emergency supplies, which will become more necessary if
nations continue to depart from GOD and His Instructions in the Holy
Bible; as more and more “natural disasters” will result. Prisoners that
have reached trustee status should continue to assist in wildfire and
other disaster relief efforts to alleviate costs of such needed social
services in times of crises that the private sector does not have enough
workers to handle.
k)
Stop brainwashing innocent little children with the metaphysical,
fictional concept of evolution. Teaching little kids that they came from
pond scum and monkeys instead of the Truth of the Creator of the
Universe is causing massive ignorance, degradation of character,
degradation of quality of services and products universally and
destroying the economy thereby.
(1)
Fossilized footprints of dinosaurs and homosapiens have
been found literally embedded in each other; so dinosaurs and man
existed simultaneously and the theory that they became extinct
millions, tens of millions, hundreds of millions of years ago is
factually; scientifically disproven by this evidence set in stone
(2)
Living dinosaurs have been found that were thought to have
been extinct for hundreds of millions of years like the coelacanth and
strong evidence exists that Plesiosaurs or similar creatures have also
been found living in the 20th century.
(3)
Artifacts and newspapers exist showing many varieties of
dinosaurs existing simultaneously with modern man in recent
history.

(4) Living animals fit the description of dinosaurs in all respects;

but because they are living they are not given such fancy scientific
names by the religious extremists; ludicrous acolytes of the theory of
evolution; such as alligators, crocodiles, rhinos, horseshoe crabs, and
an almost endless list of species that if they were extinct would be
considered as one of many on the fictional “evolutionary tree” as
dinosaurs, pre‐historic, Cambrian, pre‐Cambrian, etc. incorrectly
labeled, classified, dated and documented species. Of course, when
you can brainwash someone by showing them animations of how
they came from an explosion of something that came from nothing,
of inorganic chemicals that spontaneously generated into a life form
with all necessary aspects to live, reproduce, and then spontaneously
mutate into more of the same again with all such necessities to
sustain life and reproduce even that singular mutation; and then to
suddenly mutate from single celled life forms to multi‐celled; with all
the necessities to sustain that mutation and reproduce (together
with the inherent knowledge to do so) and so on until they show a
cartoon of pond scum, turning into a tadpole; turning into a four
legged land animal; turning into a monkey; and finally “presto‐
boomo” little, pond scum for brains, beings; just like them! With that
kind of monumental brainwashing it’s no wonder we have a decline
of quality of character, sound knowledge, wisdom and
understanding, a decline in sanity, a decline in happiness and
wellness, a decline in stable marriages and families and society as a
whole; and a decline in products and services across the board. Yup
when you can get an innocent little kid to believe that mountainous
load of crap; you destroy their ability to think critically altogether
and even innovation ceases. The standards of education in America
have gone ever lower trying to keep up with the ignorance that has
resulted from teaching little kids that completely fictional;
scientifically disproven load of crap called “the theory of evolution”!
If America is to regain its glory and pre‐eminence in products and
services (again have a populace of happy, stable marriages and
families and people who take pride in their work) then public
education should return to the Christian Church; not the state and
the Primary Text Book needs to once again be the Holy Bible! Yes; we
need to return to GOD and return to our public education system as
it was founded to be in this country mandating that all citizens
should know what the Word of God contained in the Holy Bible
states as its primary purpose! The Holy Bible was the primary text
book in our public education in this country for more than a century
and when it was; together with reading the literary classic of

“Pilgrim’s Progress”; our nation excelled and became blessed above
all nations on earth! But now that we’re brainwashing little kids by
telling them they came from pond scum and monkeys; that came
from the something that exploded; coming from nothing; we have
fallen behind virtually all developed nations in educational
standards and achievement! All fields of true and sound science;
practiced by rational, intelligent, reasonable, sane persons; support
Intelligent Design by an Intelligent Creator! When you study
Creation scientifically it will always lead to the Creator because that
is in fact the TRUTH; and the Reality in which we all exist! (the
theory of evolution is NOT scientific and has not one single shred of
scientific evidence to this date to support it; it never has and never
will because it is factually complete fiction!)

So if you want a strong
economy stop turning innocent
little minds into mush by lying
to them and tell them the
Truth: that they are a
complex being Created
lovingly, carefully and
thoughtfully by GOD, the
Creator of the Universe; that
they each have been given
gifts, talents, skills and
abilities to accomplish their
Divine Purpose!

l)
Citizens should take over not only the minting of national
currencies, but demand one national bank that handles all financial
transactions. A One Bank Solution regulated directly by the people
would solve much of the exploitation of the poor and oppressed by the
wealthy of today. (www.pinkoski.com)
m)
Nations should come out from under the existing control of the
IMF and privatized control of national monetary systems altogether.
Never again allow a few wealthy persons to control national currencies
and exchange rates. No nation needs to borrow money from private
persons or entities and never let a few people lend to the many by this
means of universal oppression and tyranny.
n)
Recent NAFTA “free trade” and other influences by such persons
as the WTO and Bildeburger group favor only a few ultra wealthy elites
at the exploitation of the masses; turning the vast majority of citizens
worldwide into an expendable slave workforce without rights and devoid
of livable wages. Citizens worldwide need to form unions powerful
enough to employ and retain attorneys and maintain political influence
to make sure this trend toward enslavement of the masses is reversed
and a redistribution of wealth occurs such that many more citizens have
decent opportunities at a fair quality of life. The concentration of the
world’s wealth in the hands of a few persons is highly dangerous as these
persons have demonstrated eugenic philosophies in their greedy and
corrupt practices of controlling nations by controlling their respective
currencies. “Bankers” should therefore become public servants regulated
by the commonwealth. National currencies must be controlled by
individual governments that are under constant scrutiny of the public
they represent and exchange rates must be dependent on whether or not
nations are providing desired products or services to other nations; not
set and controlled by a handful of elitists as it is this day that have openly
stated they are establishing a “New World Order”. (In which these
wealthy eugenicists are the lords and ladies; and the expendable masses
are completely controlled by biochip implants linked to credits at the
banks these elitists control to shut off access to by anyone they label a
“terrorist”, dissident, etc.) They have stated and intend to brand all
citizens globally as their slaves with the RFID biochip (this is the “mark
of the beast” forewarned of in the Holy Bible) and will take over all
agricultural commodities and potable water sources. In a cashless global
economy; no one will be able to buy or sell (including your food and
water) that does not submit to their “New World Order” agenda; which is
enslavement and complete control of the masses via the RFID biochip
implants linked to Internationally Regulated (IMF, Bildeburger Group)
universal banking system.

o)
Support nationalism. All nations need to be responsible for
ensuring your citizens have the basic necessities for life; completely
independent of other nations in that regard! Make sure you have
sufficient staples and potable water such that your people cannot be
reduced to this NWO takeover!
(1)
This is possible if nations will now concentrate on
desalination units that border oceans and large precipitators that are
landlocked. With potable water available; then concentrate on
agriculture by mandating composting of all organic wastes and
developing bio‐diversity appropriate for your region and growing
seasons.
(2)
Nations that are wise enough to have leadership that makes
the laws of GOD found in the Holy Bible their laws; will be shown by
GOD where undiscovered natural resources are and the citizens will
be given Wisdom that will cause that nation and its inhabitants to
prosper; no matter how small and/or impoverished it is today.
Governments under GOD; our Living LORD JESUS CHRIST, have the
Old Testament laws to convict of crimes and designate criminal and
civil justice. All convicts are to be given the opportunity of Mercy
under the New Testament. If the convict elects Mercy they are to be
discipled by Holy Ghost filled elders. Until that individual also is
filled with the Holy Ghost, they are to be under close discipleship.
Anyone rejecting Mercy; is to be disciplined EXACTLY as GOD states
in the Old Testament. Any nation that makes laws and consequences
contrary to GOD’s Clear Instructions in the Holy Bible is in rebellion
against GOD and our Lord Jesus Christ. All such nations will now be
receiving judgments of all the curses written in Deuteronomy Ch. 28
(“natural disasters”, diseases, death and destruction) increasing in
severity and rapidity until you either Repent and Receive the LORD
JESUS CHRIST and follow His Instructions contained in the Holy
Bible or perish in your willful rebellion against the Instructions for
Life; the Lord our GOD, our Creator.
(3)
Any nation murdering, oppressing, invading other nations
strictly for selfish greed and control of natural resources is
demonstrating to the world their leaders; controlling their military,
are under the influence of the spirit of anti‐christ. All other nations
should unite against such aggressive, imperialistic, destructive greed
and universally cease any trade or other agreements that benefit
such a nation until it’s people are able to again have honorable
persons in their positions of public service; government.

(4)
Any nation persecuting Christians, or desirous to murder
Christians and Jews are demonstrating to the world their leaders are
under the influence of the spirit of anti‐christ. All other nations
should unite against such a nation(s), seek to correct peacefully if
possible by encouraging citizens worldwide to have only persons
filled with the Holy Ghost in positions of public trust, power and
authority!

(5)
Any nation embracing the abominations listed in the Holy
Bible (the Torah, Leviticus 18, (Numbers 5:11‐31 needs to be
implemented to stop all the whoredoms and adulteries)); such as
nations that are now legalizing homosexual unions; while
simultaneously making criminal laws against “hate speech” to
include even reading the text contained in the Holy Bible is
demonstrating willful and open rebellion against GOD, the LORD
JESUS CHRIST, and it’s people and entire nation are on the verge of
complete destruction such as the ashen ruins of Sodom and
Gomorrah that exist to this very day as a warning to us all not to
become as wicked, perverse and corrupt such that you punish
Christians while embracing every form of sexual perversion! All
nations should beware of becoming this corrupt such that you
insanely bring about your own decimations! The Holy Bible records
“there is a way that SEEMS right to man, but the end thereof are the
ways of death.” And nations equivolating homosexuality or any other
choice of who or what you choose to sexually engage with; or any
choice of action with inherent genetic traits of race, or other
choiceless facts of life such as when a person is born (age), or where
they are born (nation) are falling into this category! It may SEEM
right to embrace sexual perversion; especially in a culture where
pleasure has become everything; but it will only result in your utter
ruin! Anti‐discriminatory laws violating the First Amendment or any
laws in the US that have been created that are unconstitutional are
unenforceable. The US and all nations have to ask themselves do you
want to be blessed or cursed? Do you want to live or die? When a
nation makes laws so contrary to God’s such that they embrace
crimes worthy of capital punishment; then that nation is ripe for
destruction; judgments will now be increasing upon the United
States and all nations that wickedly depart from Almighty God and
His Instructions for Life! If you do not repent and place only leaders
full of the Holy Ghost and return to teaching your children the
Instructions for Life contained in the Holy Bible; judgments will
increase in severity and rapidity until you do. If you still rebel as a
nation; increasing weapons for the purpose of oppressing the
masses, invading nations, greedily consuming, making laws
embracing abominations, making movies violating all the
instructions for life and celebrating all that is expressly forbidden
(Torah, Leviticus 18) in unbridled greed and sexual immorality, then
judgments will be poured out upon you with Vengeance! If you
punish God’s Messengers (Christians (body of Christ), Israelites, Jews
(body of Moses); (Many descendents of Ishmael are in the Islamic
religion; thus many Muslims represent the body of Ishmael); all

Israelites and Jews practicing the Torah devoid of Faith in the One
and Only Messiah, YAHOSHUAH, represent the body of Mosiah
(Moses) it is time they ALL found freedom in the Faith of the
common father, Abraham such that Israel and Ishmael are reconciled
and unite against the spirit of anti‐christ that seeks to destroy you
both; cease to embrace leaders who are at enmity with Christianity
and the Israelites; all such persons are under the influence of the
spirit of anti‐christ regardless of what religion, philosophy or
traditional world view they claim for themselves)) for telling you the
Truth; not just judgments but Divine Vengeance will come upon you
in the sight of the whole world!

(6)
Nationalism until the return of the Lord Jesus Christ is
essential for maintaining “checks and balances” which ultimately is
between the Spirit of Christ and the spirit of anti‐christ. Just as the
solution for a strong economy is the competition of an honorable
free market that motivates constant innovations and improvements
in products and services; so also do nations refine and improve each
other in this manner. The NWO seeks to unite through control of
each citizen through the RFID bio‐chip implant linked to the NWO
cashless monetary system. This move of centralization by these
ultra‐wealthy eugenicists is the clear and overtly prophesied rise of
the anti‐christ and should be resisted on all levels by all persons
loving freedom and GOD! Christians need to stop fantasizing of
floating off the planet and realize they are here on earth during a
time of open warfare and persecution by these wicked and greedy
persons under the influence of the spirit of anti‐christ. Christians in
the USA and all who love freedom must NEVER give up the right to
bear arms until Christ returns and establishes His Glorious Kingdom
on earth! Not just your lives depend on receiving Jesus Christ and
resisting the anti‐christ and his perverse, depraved and degenerate
followers; but your welfare and that of your children! Satanists,
satanism, cannibalism, vampirism is on the rise in the USA and being
practiced by members of the United States government; including
child molestation and sacrifice, molech worshipping and other such
demonic activity that will lead to open torture and murder of Jews
and Christians in this nation, and the enslavement of all other
citizens through the RFID bio‐chip implants. This activity must be
addressed and arrested NOW in this nation! Shine the light in all the
dark places out of public sight! (Pentagon, CIA, FBI, military,
Bohemian Grove, Orion, MK‐Ultra, prisons, mental wards, graveyards
of such as die in these places need to have remains exhumed which
will prove these atrocities are going on; there are real “Hannibal
Lectors” loose in hospitals now that are taking human flesh off
murdered victims in addition to all the illegal organ harvesting going
on in the process. These types of atrocities are being actively covered
up by organized satanism; as there are now members in various
levels of government, agencies and police departments and
controlling the media, from shining the light exposing these dreadful
atrocities occurring in our nation now and must be stopped if the
United States is to remain unto the coming of our Lord and Savior
Jesus Christ from being annihilated and incinerated and if Christians
don’t want their homes invaded by satanic maniacs that will rape
your wives and children in front of you. NEVER give up the right to
bear arms until Christ returns and stop pretending these things of

which I write are not occurring by choosing to remain willfully
ignorant!
(a)
Join me now in placing pressure on the media to shine
the light on all the “secret” places in our nation and any place
off limits to the media must be told to the public; there is no
greater threat to an economy, the health and welfare of people
and the nation than these types of excessive evil practices
(b)
Join me all Holy Ghost filled persons in active spiritual
warfare!
(i)
In the Name of JESUS CHRIST (YAHOSHUAH
THE MESSIAH), address every xxx store, every satanic
church, every structure that houses foul and unclean
spirits. Face these structures and say, “In the Name of
JESUS CHRIST (YAHOHSUAH THE MESSIAH), I tear
down this stronghold of darkness and evil and let a
meeting place for Holy Ghost filled citizens be erected
in its place!”
(ii)
In the Name of JESUS CHRIST, Let the Spirit of
Repentance come upon the citizens of the United States
and the whole world now; followed immediately by the
Holy Ghost; let the lies and deceptions of the antichrist
cease now and forever; let Truth prevail and expose all
the acts of darkness and those who are doing atrocities
such as satanism, cannibalism, vampirism, (and
ARREST these evil doers immediately). Let the
darkness be exposed by the Light everywhere and let
all practicing wickedness either repent now or be
arrested spiritually and physically; immediately!

(iii)
In the Name of JESUS CHRIST (YAHOSHUAH
THE MESSIAH), I command every foul and unclean
spirit to come out of our nation’s leaders and to be
silent! All you devils are not allowed to move upon
anyone or anything to do evil of any kind! I bind you all
and cast you out of the heavens once and for all! You
are not allowed to touch, harm, move upon anyone or
anything to do harm or evil to the Children of GOD! I
cast out the spirit of anitchrist out of this nation! It
was founded upon the Gospel of JESUS Christ, sound
Wisdom, Knowledge and Understanding; so let the
people return of one accord to the One True GOD and
Creator of the Universe now! And Let the United States
remain a haven for freedom! For justice! For
Righteousness! For God’s people! For the distribution of
the Gospel of Jesus Christ and Holy Bibles throughout
the nation and the world! Let all citizens see the evil of
the RFID biochip implants and refuse and reject the
mark of the beast! Let the “New World Order” fail and
fall in its conception and practice! And instead; Let the
Kingdom of GOD come in all its Glory upon the earth;
the world entire!!!!!!!!!!!!!
(iv)
In the Name of JESUS CHRIST (YAHOSHUAH
AM MESCHIACH), I bind all powers and principalities
of darkness and command them to depart from the
United States and whole world now and forever!!!! Let
the darkness be forever bound in the Abyss and no
longer loose in the heavens or earth! Let all such
concepts of wickedness forever depart from the hearts
minds and souls of mankind and instead only
imaginations of righteousness, honor and
praiseworthy notions of every kind abide forever!
(v)
In the Name of and to the Glory of the LORD
JESUS CHRIST (YAHOSHUAH AM MESCHIACH), Let all
the nations, all the people of the whole world shout of
one accord, “COME, LORD JESUS, COME!” until He
Returns to earth in all His Glory! Amen and Amen!!!!

(vi)
In the Name of YAHOSHUAH AM MESCHIACH,
let all who Love GOD; join me now in shouting, “The
LORD rebuke thee, satanil” for concerning the body of
Moses (those thinking salvation comes through
adherence to the Instructions (Torah) given to Moses
by GOD); it is time they all recognized the One True
Messiah, YAHOSHUAH AM MESCHIACH (commonly
known in English as the LORD JESUS CHRIST)! And let
all who Love the LORD join me in shouting yet again,
“The LORD rebuke thee, satanil!” for concerning the
body of Ishmael; those in bondage in the Islamic faith
thinking they can earn their way into Paradise through
works of the flesh and carnal willworship. For I repeat
what has been shouted by the True Messengers of the
Most High GOD; saying unto the body of Moses and the
body of Ishmael and to all souls everywhere; if
SALVATION could come by any other person, method
or means, than the ONLY HOLY INCARNATE MAN,
BLAMELESS IN ALL RESPECTS, WOULD NOT HAVE
NEEDED TO BE SACRIFICED ON THE ALTAR OF THIS
EARTH FOR US ALL! Born of the Virgin; Fulfillment of
the Law and Prophets, YAHOSHUAH THE MESSIAH, the
Incarnate Holy One prophesied to take away the sins of
the world; was ALONE found worthy to take our death
penalty for breaking GOD’s Commandments! GOD has
stated ALL have sinned and fallen short of His GLORY!
(ALL but ONE) Therefore let us no longer rebel in
foolishness; neglecting so great SALVATION; for there
is but ONE GOD, ONE LORD and RULER OF ALL! EVERY
KNEE WILL BOW AND EVERY TONGUE CONFESS
THAT YAHOSHUAH THE MESSIAH (JESUS CHRIST) IS
LORD! Let every man, woman and child on the planet
now do so to your everlasting JOY! There is SALVATION
in none other! None other demonstrated and yet
demonstrates to this day; that He and He alone is
fulfillment of the Law and the Prophets; none other
incarnated in flesh and blood; tempted in all ways such
as we and yet without sin; none other was blameless
before GOD and worthy to die in our place for our
personal crimes against the Almighty!

What is this SALVATION? It is to save your soul
from present and lasting ignorance, apathy, evil
imaginations and deeds, torment within and without;,
it is to save your soul from the frustration of
meaningless, purposeless existence in confusion,
depravity, degenerate chaos, it is to save you here and
now from the darkness of insanity of self and others,
from insatiable desires that destroy you in every way,
and from the flames of hellfire and the lake that burns
forever! It is to save you from your endless search for
personal happiness and fulfillment and to bring you
even NOW into the Holy Presence of the Living GOD
and Creator of the Universe! To save you from the sins
that separate you from communing with in holy
fellowship Divine here and NOW and forever! It is
SALVATION so GREAT that it sets you in every way
RIGHT before ALMIGHTY GOD and enables you to learn
directly from the Creator of the Universe! It enables
you to KNOW and EMBRACE the LIVING GOD as your
own HEAVENLY FATHER! It is SALVATION so
AWESOME that you actually become one of GOD’s
TRUE SONS or DAUGHTERS and communicate with
Him (and He with you) here and now and forever! It is
SALVATION so incredible as to lift you out of the abyss
of darkness, suffering and torment you are already in
and set you in Heavenly Places to see the Universe
clearly as it really is; to supernaturally behold angels
and demons; yet to fear such devils never again having
Divine Authority over them all! It is SALVATION so
ineffable as to restore to you true Adamic Dominion
granting you the ability to speak with animals and all
manner of creatures and to understand them as well;
the barrier of darkness lifted such that all creation is
filled with the Light of True Understanding! It is
SALVATION beyond any words to describe as you
spend NOW and forever with the Eternal GOD; the
Source of all Virtues, all Wonders, all that is
Praiseworthy and Commendable and as you mature
begin to demonstrate the Creative Power
supernaturally imbued upon and within all who KNOW
the ONE TRUE GOD by simply repenting of all your
sins; receiving YAHOSHUAH THE MESSIAH (JESUS
CHRIST) as your personal LORD and SAVIOR and

becoming filled with the HOLY SPIRIT OF GOD, THE
HOLY GHOST! When that occurs; you will in fact be a
new creation; no longer of darkness, confusion, apathy
and ignorance, whose vile passions will only torment
and destroy you in every way; but you will become a
Radiant Son or Daughter of the Most High GOD here
and now! You won’t believe only and struggle only with
your own strength ever seeking for Truth; but you will
KNOW the POWER OF GOD within and upon you;
aiding you and transforming your very thoughts into
righteousness! You will come to know, understand and
demonstrate that ALL things are possible for you who
KNOW and LOVE the LORD, the One True GOD, the One
and Only SAVIOR, of all mankind! (1John 5:20) Let
every incarnate soul now OBEY with ACTION what is
implored in Acts 2:38,39 and Pray until you KNOW
beyond all doubt you have received the Holy Ghost of
GOD’s Promise! (John 1417; Acts 1:8) Then KNOWING
your Divine Purpose; fulfill it! Do it! JOYFULLY here
and now and to your everlasting Joy when you rest
from the journey of your incarnation and are
ascendant with all confidence in the Grace and Love
and SALVATION of our Living LORD, YAHOSHUAH AM
MESHCIACH (JESUS CHRIST). Yes, all who KNOW and
LOVE the LORD are no longer fearful of “death” for
they know by the Spirit in and upon them; that when
their journey of incarnation is over; they will ascend
into Paradise and so will they ever be with the LORD;
seeing Him face to face clearly in all His Glory! There is
no Greater SALVATION and indeed no SALVATION in
any other! (In the Holy and Omnipotent Name of
YAHOSHUAH THE MESSIAH, JESUS CHRIST, I
command every devil; every foul and unclean spirit to
come out of; depart from and never return to torment
anyone reading these words! You are not allowed to
move upon anyone or anything to distract the reader
from this moment and from this Prayer of SALVATION!
In the Holy and Omnipotent Name of YAHOSHUAH
THE MESSIAH, every foul and unclean spirit
everywhere in all the world BE SILENT! And prevent
not any soul who would come to know the LORD know
the Truth, Know GOD from reading and fulfilling these
words! Amen. And Amen!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!) Won’t all

who possess at least the instinct of self preservation;
bow the knee with me now wherever you are and call
out from your heart, mind and soul with all your
strength; “SAVE ME LORD YAHOSHUAH (JESUS)!
Thank YOU for dying for me, LORD! Raise me up LORD!
Empower me to live a life that pleases YOU, LORD; to
show my gratitude for SAVING me in every way!
Remove from me every sinful and wicked way! Cleanse
me from all sin and unrighteousness! Fill me with the
Holy Ghost and let me KNOW YOU Now and Forever!”
Then renew your mind, grow and mature spiritually by
reading God’s Words recorded in the Holy Bible daily
and following His Instructions and Personal Guidance
for the rest of the journey of your incarnation! And, if
you are willing, continue in prayer with me, “FATHER
IN HEAVEN; LORD YAHOSHUAH (JESUS), cause me to
hunger and thirst after righteousness! Inspire my
prayers, thoughts and actions to be pleasing in Your
Sight! Move upon my tongue and lips to speak boldly
Your Words and let not the accursed thing depart from
my mouth or well within my soul! Let not any vile way
have place in my thoughts, words or deeds! Instead fill
me to overflowing with Your Divine Holy Will for Your
Creation! Let Life and Light, Truth and Wisdom;
together with all the Virtues, well within my soul like a
gushing spring flowing into all creation! Let Your
Saving and Healing Power be so present with me that
everywhere I go souls come out of darkness and are
healed of every ailment, injury, malady, birth defect
and are made whole in every way to Your Glory,
LORD!!!! Change me into Your Glorious and Holy Image
and transform me so wonderfully that You are Pleased
to Show Yourself in my life always! Have Mercy Upon
Your Creation O LORD and Let Your Glory flood my
soul, the heavens and the earth! Drive away the
darkness forever LORD! And let the words written by
Jeremiah the Prophet in 31:3134 be fulfilled; such that
everyone from the least to the greatest and greatest to
the least KNOWS You LORD! Let me not love in word
only; but fill me with the LOVE that You demonstrate
for my own soul to motivate me and Faith to work
supernaturally all my days. Cause me to LOVE what
You LOVE, and HATE what You HATE with the same

Intensity as YOU, O’ LORD! Grant me and all Your
Children; Miracle working Faith, Inexhaustible LOVE,
and the Wisdom, Knowledge and Understanding to
apply Your Good Works to Your Glory; here and now
and Forever! Establish me, and all who agree with this
prayer before You forever and never let us stray from
You, the Path of Life and Righteousness; but keep us
always as Your Beloved; so will we Give You Thanks
and Praise Now and Forever!!!! We know it is Your
Grace and Mercy alone that Saves and Keeps us, LORD,
and Your Creative Power that transforms us and
empowers us; so let us never be desirous of vain glory
or become prideful or arrogant as if we ourselves did
such wonderful things; but let us soberly and truthfully
Remember Always Your Work on the Cross; we also
SAVED BY GRACE; and, as the elders, cast our crowns
at Your Feet; for YOU alone are Worthy of ALL the
Power, ALL the Honor, ALL the Virtues, ALL the Praise,
ALL the Thanksgiving, ALL the Worship, ALL the
Treasures, ALL the Strength, ALL the Blessings and ALL
the GLORY; Now and Forever and Ever!!!!!!!!Amen;
HALLELUJAH; Amen!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! (Now all of you
who have called upon the Living LORD JESUS CHRIST;
show forth your first act of willingness to do GOD’s will;
and go and be baptized according to the
commandment! (Acts 2:38,39) When you do, pray that
the LORD Himself would baptize you with the Holy
Ghost according to the Promise! And may the truly
repentant and truly desirous to KNOW GOD; knowing
they will apply themselves to becoming a mature
disciple of Christ; be so filled with the Holy Ghost that
the presence of GOD is seen within their lives in Power
and Authority now and forever! (Jn 14:11226;
through Jn 17; 1Jn 2:27)Amen and Amen!!!!!!!!!!!!)

B.

Healthcare
1.

Make Wellness a Universal Right of all citizens

2.

Healthcare and wellness needs to be an integral part of education

3.
Create an international database of all known signs and symptoms,
ailments, respective diagnostics and treatments with the statistical facts
posted with each treatment for percentage of successful recovery from the
ailment via that treatment. Mandate its use in all healthcare professions from
general practice to specializations.
4.
Optional bracelets, necklaces, rings caring medical information can be
worn alerting medical practitioners to personal living wills; or conditions that
might not be so obvious; such as antibodies against the – Rh factor; (no O
blood) or genetic traits that can cause complications with various treatments.
5.
Medical care along with all agreed Universal Rights can be funded by
public control of renewable energy revenues, natural resources and utilities.

C.

Education
1.

Make Education a Universal Right of all citizens

2.
Use “My Baby Can Read” method to teach all children to be fluent in at
least three languages (of their choosing recommend most influential and
widespread culturally). In a global society of global trade; people need to be
fluid and multiskilled to keep up with change in demands and needs with all
the change caused by innovations.
3.
Identify learning styles of children and preferences through increased
diversification during primary and secondary years; such that by the time
students are 18 years old they can choose with guidance counselors;
professional, technical trade schools; twoyear colleges with professional
hands on training; or 4 year or higher education. Regardless, of higher
education choices; only students showing aptitude and attitude can continue.
Otherwise, they are working in fields commensurate with their training; entry
level general laborers; etc. Much as it is today; but the difference is no longer
will students become indentured servants to wealthy persons; just to get an
education; nor will families lose their homes just to put their children through
college.

4.
Make it mandatory that for a full year one hour class (seniors) is spent
personally interviewing at least one neighborhood of retired individuals, rest
home, hospice, care facility and documenting in an International database the
Wisdom of Elders; with standardized questions (optional for all citizens to
choose whether or not they wish to respond); such as What is the most
important thought/idea/concept you would like to pass on to the world? What
is your greatest regret? What do you consider to be the most important
products and services today? What product or service has vanished that you
wish was still present? What would you like to see invented? What is your
religion? Why do you adhere to this worldview? What was your profession(s)?
What did you enjoy most about working in your profession(s)? What would
you like to see done about ________________ (waste management, energy, food,
water, sewage, air quality, environmental standards, space exploration, space
colonization, creation of living wages for all, etc. (any and all matters of
significant importance at that time and the near future)?
5.
Increase teacher salaries to attract the best and brightest in fields and
include regular visits from inventors, innovators, entrepreneurs, and large
variety of professions; with a one year, one hour class, that exposes high
school seniors to as large a variety of qualified professionals as possible;
together with each student spending one semester in two week long
internships in the field(s) they are most interested before designating their
choice of professional, technical, trade schools or 4 year colleges of higher
education. Minors should not be allowed to “dropout”. If conventional class
schedules are not working out for some reason; then secondary professional;
trade school and life management classes need to be an alternative for teen
parents, etc. For youngsters set on being rebellious juvenile delinquents; the
“scared straight” program might be necessary or disciplinary measures such
as military schooling. (Even so; I would like to see it mandatory that all
citizens be fluent and literate in their national language and that the Holy
Bible remains the primary text book in all educational settings). I would hope
that each class setting begins with prayer to the One True GOD (1Jn 5:20) by
choice of the people, students and instructors or facilitators.
6.
Knowledge is increasing at such a rate as to necessitate lifelong
continued education in virtually all fields. Skilled Professionals after 20 or
more years should be required to share knowledge as instructors during
mandatory continued education in their respective fields. Any
innovations/inventions resulting during these annual continued education
meetings; should give residual percentages to the originator(s) of all gross
sales following.

II.

Counsel to nations

A.

Egypt
1.
You are choking your own life in the physical realm by developing the
delta of the Nile. In the physical world, the Nile is the life’s blood of your
nation; your people. If you want your nation and your people to live:
a)

Stop poisoning the Nile with your refuse!
(1)
Remove all developed structures within a linear mile of the
banks of the Nile and the entire delta region! You heard me! Level
and remove entire cities! Relocate into the desertificied regions by:
(a)
Building huge water precipitators on a scale capable of
creating rivers in the desert
(b)
Mandating by law composting of all animal and
human excrements by your sewage treatment facilities
(c)
Mandating by law composting of all food wastes by all
food processing plants and restaurants and asking citizens to
do the same by a national training policy and conspicuous
composting turbines within easy walking distance spaced
throughout all residential developments
(d)
Recapturing the fertile delta and banks of the Nile for
agricultural purposes; encouraging the next generation to
keep it that way by implementing agricultural training,
gardening, harvesting within your public education by giving
each child a small patch for their personal garden each year of
their primary and secondary education and grading them on
the results. (Teach your children to speak unto the plants in
faith saying; grow, become strong and fruitful; let your roots
find water and nourishment and let no weeds or pest choke
your life; etc. Teach them to not only care about the physical
realm with the physical necessities; but with the spiritual faith
of proper stewardship of the earth that makes for life!
(e)
Take the composting material and start Terraforming
as far into the desertificied regions as temperatures will allow
for agriculture. (Remember silver and gold will do you and
your people no good whatsoever if there is no food or potable
water to be had and so a nation’s true wealth is not the black
gold of oil; or the shiny bits of metal; but whether or not it has
food and water enough to sustain the lives of its citizens!

(f)
In relocating cities and developments determine which
structures are worth salvaging; otherwise demolish; remove
and recycle building materials; large structures can be moved
with specialized systems these days; seek structural relocation
specialists if you do not know how to do this
(2)
Build not only huge precipitators but individual ones for
homes and apartments and even atop commercial structures for as
much potable water as possible from the air
(3)
Build desalination units along your sea fronts and aqueducts
inland from the sea for additional desalination units and sea salt
processing
(4)
Employ as public servants agricultural specialists to maintain
the delta and Nile bank regions along with fresh and salt water
fisheries respectively in the Nile and coastal regions
(5)
Encourage your people in these regions to keep the Nile
protected for the life of your nation and future generations by
opening walking regions through herbal, medicinal, botanical
gardens interspersed along the walkways of groves of regional fruit
and nut varieties and agricultural crops for your staples
(6)
Become completely independent of any other nation for your
food and water (all nations need to do this or you will be at the
mercy of megalo‐maniacs so greedy they will turn you all into
complete slaves or laughingly watch you and your children die; as
starvation and dehydration sets in and people are reduced to murder
and cannibalism!)
(7)
Encourage the development of tiered farming for all urban
residential developers. (Mandate by law that developers building
apartment superstructures need to provide within the structure
composting shoots for all food wastes, recycling shoots for all
recyclables, and provide a tiered farming structure that uses solar
collectors and solar tubes to bring the growing season into each
level. Include honey bee hives; sufficient to pollinate each tier
intrinsically in the process.)
(8)
Learn the 21st century process of waste incineration for
energy leaving virtually no toxins in the process or physical waste.
You are in a region where solar collectors easily generate enough
heat to melt even metals! Make advancements therefore in solar
collectors/concentrators and photo‐electric power cells to lead the
way in renewable energies and waste matter/energy converters!

b)
The sand itself is a natural resource for the construction of solar
collectors and solar farms; attract innovators with whatever incentives
entice them to help your nation out! (Get knowledge, wisdom and
understanding in the spiritual and physical realms; keep it always a
priority!) The Middle Eastern and North African regions stand to become
the world leaders of solar power and so even a small percentage of gross
revenue would amount to enough to attract investors/contractors in this
wise endeavor.
2.
It is not enough to address only the physical self destructive path you
have been on; but spiritually I call you to the Light of Truth that you may live
at peace and be Blessed! Your people were blessed when Pharaoh received
Joseph/Imhotep and God’s counsel thereby and it is time to receive the
Messengers of God again if your people would be blessed! BE AT PEACE WITH
ISRAEL AND THE GOSPEL OF JESUS CHRIST! If you war against God’s Message
of Salvation; then you war against GOD! And if you do that; no matter what
physical measures you take; your people will not be Blessed.

B.

Israel
1.
Woe unto the nation that puts its trust in man, in weapons, in anything
at all and forgets the LORD their GOD!
a)
Your salvation does not lie in alliances with any other nation or
nations on earth!
b)
Your salvation is not dependent on nuclear bombs or any other
weapons of any kind!
c)

If your people would live and not die; be Blessed and not Cursed:
(1)
Reject the RFID bio‐chip implants you have already started to
use! Stop branding citizens! These implants are the manifestation of
the mark of the beast and no matter how deceptive the lies of the
spirit of anti‐christ (i.e. it’s for your safety and security, it will make
it easier for you to identify yourself; all your medical records will be
available if you are unconscious; you will be able to shop without
ever having to carry a wallet, purse, money; thus also safer from
robbery and mugging; identity theft, etc.) It ultimately will enslave
each citizen and their very lives will depend upon submitting to the
will of the anti‐christ as their credits will be linked to the RFID
implant and shut off at will (not able to purchase even food and
water). The snake slithers in apparently harmlessly until it strikes!

(2)
Your people; young people especially need to return to
YAHOVAH by finally recognizing your MESSIAH! YAHOHSUAH AM
MESCHIACH! As the fulfillment of the Torah and Prophets!
(3)
By the spirit of anti‐christ; nations will be moved by greed
and spiritual hatred against you; even ones that pretend they are
your friends and allies are NOT to be trusted! (Stop sharing
innovations; especially military weapon’s advancements!)
d)
If you remember nothing else; THE LORD YOUR GOD IS YOUR
SALVATION, YOUR HOPE, YOUR LIFE! No one and nothing else! In the time
of trouble; He will provide food and water when there is none to be had!
He will provide strategies of warfare to defeat modern battalions and
fleets with earth, wind, fire and the seas themselves! GOD gives your
people Wisdom above the nations round about as long as you are
FAITHFUL to Him! You cannot be defeated in battle as long as your
people; especially your warriors are not sinning! GOD AND GOD ALONE IS
YOUR REFUGE! YOUR MOUNTAIN OF STRENGTH! YOUR FORTRESS! YOUR
PROVIDER! YOUR LIFE! YOUR HEALER! RECOGNIZE! HE AND HE ALONE IS
YOUR SALVATION! GIVE HIM THANKS AND PRAISE NOW AND FOREVER!
YAHOSHUAH! YAHOSHUAH! YAHOSHUAH! YAHOSHUAH AM MESCHIACH!
NOW AND FOREVER!!!!!!!! He raises from the dead! Keeps your soul from
Sheol, hell, the Abyss, outer darkness and the Lake that burns forever.
Gives hope to the downtrodden and oppressed! Nourishment to the
starving! Comfort to the brokenhearted! Heals every disease; ailment;
malady; deformity and injury and makes whole in all respects every
wounded soul! Makes even the fearful so bold as to face a whole world of
enemies! Feeds the hungry; gives drink to the thirsty and lifts into
Paradise all who Love Him! There is NO GOD LIKE YOUR GOD!!!!!!!!!!!! Let
your people KNOW and LOVE the LORD by finally of one accord receiving
their one and only True Messiah! YAHOSHUAH! YAHOSHUAH!
YAHOSHUAH! YAHOSHUAH AM MESCHIACH!! NOW AND FOREVER!!!! GOD
AND GOD ALONE IS YOUR ALL IN ALL!!!!!!!! YOUR EVERYTHING!!!!!!!!!!!!
ALL YOU’LL EVER NEED!!!!!!!! AND YAHOSHUAH IS YOUR ONE AND ONLY
SALVATION NOW AND FOREVER!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! Amen and
Amen!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
HALLELUJAH!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!AMEN!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

TRULY, THERE IS NO GOD LIKE THE GOD OF ISRAEL!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! MAY
ISRAEL AND ISHMAEL FIND PEACE IN THEIR COMMON FATHER, ABRAHAM,
NOW AND FOREVER!!!!!!!! ABRAHAM BY FAITH RECEIVED FROM YAHOVAH
THE BLESSINGS THAT HAVE MADE YOUR DESCENDENTS GREAT TO THIS VERY
DAY. LET THEREFORE, THESE BROTHERS CEASE TO WAR WITH EACH OTHER;

FOR A COMMON ENEMY ARISES TO GREEDILY DESTROY YOU BOTH! LET ALL
WHO LOVE GOD JOIN TOGETHER AGAINST THE SPIRIT OF ANTI‐CHRIST NOW
RISING IN PERSONS SO WICKED, GREEDY AND SELFISH THEY WOULD ENSLAVE
THE WORLD AND DESTROY ANY PEOPLE AND NATION THAT GETS IN THEIR
WAY! LET ALL WHO LOVE FREEDOM REJECT THE “NEW WORLD ORDER”, THE
RFID BIO‐CHIP (MARK OF THE BEAST), AND THE WICKEDNESS OF GREED AND
CORRUPTION IN ACCEPTING BRIBES FROM THEM AND THEIR LIES TELLING
YOU WILL GET A POSITON OF POWER IN THE NEW WORLD ORDER IF YOU
ONLY ACQUIESCE TO THEM AND THEIR INSANE DESIRE TO RULE THE WORLD!
LET ALL OF THE FAITH FACE THIS WICKEDNESS TOGETHER OF PERSONS SO
DELUSIONAL THEY WANT TO TAKE THE PLACE OF GOD ON EARTH AND
ENSLAVE YOU ALL!!!!!!!! BE NOT DECEIVED! BOWING TO THE WILL OF THE
PERSONS OF THE “NEW WORLD ORDER” WILL BE SUBJUGATING YOU AND
YOUR CHILDREN TO COMPLETE SLAVERY TO THEIR WHIMS! IT WILL NOT BE
FOR YOUR SAFETY AND WELFARE BUT FOR YOUR LIVES! ALREADY THEY ARE
TURNING YOUR SONS INTO GIGALOS AND YOUR DAUGHTERS INTO
PROSTITUTES; NO GOOD THING WILL COME OF RECEIVING THE MARK OF THE
BEAST (RFID IMPLANTS); OR THE PERSONS NOW FORMING THE “NEW WORLD
ORDER”! LET EVERYONE, EVERYWHERE, NOW COME TO KNOW THE ONE TRUE
GOD AND CREATOR OF THE UNIVERSE!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! YAHOSHUAH!
YAHOSHUAH!!! YAHOSHUAH!!!! YAHOSHUAH AM
MESCHIACH!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! FOR GOD AND GOD ALONE IS FIT TO RULE
HEAVEN AND EARTH; THE UNIVERSE ENTIRE!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

C.

Japan
1.
You have the resources, technology, and selfdisciplined, motivated
people to construct the first successful prototypes of wave generators set at a
distance to trigger tsunami retainers and wave bafflers in emergencies; that
will save lives and billions of dollars in damages to infrastructure
2.
Wave and wind generators can be improved to a standard that replaces
all nuclear generators and any other biohazardous method of generating
energy; lead the way in these improvements, by leading your already
disciplined society to the One True GOD and away from religious traditions
that cannot save! The Creator of the Universe will then give you knowledge of
innovations in these areas and more!
3.
Lead the way in wave baffling technologies, artificial reef creations in
the process; use naturally growing sea forests as much as possible
4.
With limited land mass; consider expansion via carbon nanotubes into
a portion of the population that resides and manages the manmade reefs,
baffles, sea farms, hatcheries and fisheries that should be massively underway
now and into the 21st century addressing global hunger.

D.

United States of America
1.

Return to your Christian Heritage Proudly

2.
Investigate and hold the treasonous and murderous public officials of
911 accountable.
3.
Apologize to the world for selfish greed motivating wars for oil; the
slaughtered innocent civilians; rebuild those nations; give them the right to
govern themselves and their own natural resources
4.
Stop policing other nations until your own internal corruption in all
levels of government and law enforcement has been dealt with.
5.
Christians in America; take the Gospel to each house; every town or
city that rejects the Gospel of Jesus Christ; leave from; shake the dust off your
feet!

6.
“Christians” in America, will also be receiving the Divine Judgments
coming upon the ungodly as long as you continue to compromise your life in
ungodly practices; sinful ways as Romans 1:2132 speaks so clearly of. Until
God’s people stop playing with pornography, committing adultery, sinning in
every way like unbelievers, greedy, covetous, ambitious, and in all ways no
different in practice of their way of life from heathen, the people will continue
to suffer judgments in continued increase in severity and rapidity; upon your
nation, including those claiming to be “Christians” but in no way acting like
such. Only when God’s people fulfill what is written in 2Chronicles 7:14 will
the USA again rise up blessed in all respects.
7.
Restore public education with the original intent to make sure every
citizen knows what GOD states as the Instructions for Life contained in the
Holy Bible!
8.
When all citizens know the word of God then your politicians and law
enforcement will not be so corrupt that they commit false flag operations like
911; accept bribes to allow rapists, robbers, murderers, pedophiles, drug
dealers etc. to get away with their crimes at the expense of innocent victims
lives! They will not be so deceitful that they lie to the whole world in order to
invade nations and rob those people of natural resources for their own
personal greed and ambitions to rule the world!
9.
As long as you as citizens are remaining willfully ignorant of these
crimes and oppressive, imperialistic measures, don’t whine to GOD when
judgments come upon you all to humble you for your greedy, selfish,
bloodthirsty ways!
10.
Stop shedding innocent blood! Military bases in the majority of nations
on earth! Using weapons of mass destruction on others while publicly
disdaining their use for political purposes, slaughtering infants and even
funding the murderous institutions ripping babies limb from limb, making
millions to suffer and die if you want their oil or anything of value from them;
(instead of peaceful coexistence and trade negotiations), inciting wars and
riots in nations that don’t favor your imperialistic agenda, spending trillions
of dollars on weapons and distribution of such worldwide, leaving chemical
toxins, biohazards, radioactive materials, mines, to cause loss of life, birth
defects and unimaginable human suffering as your footprint of death and
destruction for decades now upon the planet, embracing the murderous rich
and wealthy, blaming the poor and innocent, enslaving the masses and in all
ways turning what was once a great nation founded by the Wisdom,
Knowledge and Understanding of GOD and true Christians, into a filthy stench
in the presence of GOD and the whole world in your degenerate debauchery
and GREED!

11.
May the true Christians now within your borders be strengthened and
empowered mightily to do supernaturally the will of GOD so gloriously, that
this trend in America towards perverse evils and greed of every kind is
stopped immediately and America ends far more glorious than she began
instead of falling into ruin and corruption (due to individual sin and depravity
of the masses) like all other empires that have ever existed on earth!
12.
It is amazing how Americans trumpet their generosity worldwide that
really have not contributed to the altruistic outreaches themselves! Most all
charitable organizations that have existed in America were Christian based
and due to the benevolence of these Christian organizations many Americans
are thought well of despite the atrocities aforementioned. These same people
all too willing to take a bow nationally and internationally and benefit from
these charitable acts are the very ones cursing Christians and opposing the
Gospel of Jesus Christ in our nation!
13.
Stop comparing yourselves to other nations that have never heard the
Gospel of Jesus Christ or had Bibles available for every citizen; for before GOD
you are not justified by the even worse behavior of others! You have known
the Truth and are rejecting it for lies! Teaching innocent little kids that they
are descendents of monkeys! (Such ignorance is not to be tolerated by a sane
civilization)
14.
Repent! Turn from your wicked, greedy ways or great will your fall be
in the sight of the nations of the whole world!

15.
Americans (and every nation) are suffering due to Greed at the highest
levels; the Stock Market; all a wealthy person does to become wealthier is lend
money (buy stocks) and expect returns (usury; whether or not you call it
dividends), all this does is concentrate wealth without providing products or
services and enslaves the masses in ever lower wages while actually driving
higher and higher the cost of living (expecting ever larger profits) and ever
worse working conditions. This results in exactly what we see today more
than 90% of the world’s wealth controlled by less than 2% of the population
and an increasing percentage of impoverished citizens worldwide. Make no
mistake people are starving to death; dying homeless because of this
incredible unrestrained GREED! Why not be the first nation to do away with
publicly traded stocks and commodities? Make people with money have to
provide a product or service to get more wealth (employ people that provide a
quality product or service)! One national bank regulated by the people to set
usury rates commensurate to the lowest demographics so all have a chance at
home/flat ownership again. Boycott or put such high tariffs on corporations
that relocate manufacturing jobs to other nations that it’s no longer profitable
for them to do so; such that manufacturing jobs remain in America. Again
place quality control measures such that made in America means the best you
can buy anywhere! Only when children are taught properly that they came
from GOD will you again be able to find honest, competent employees who
take pride in their work rather than people who work harder at hardly
working; expecting top dollar for less than mediocre labor.
16.
Concentrate on 21st century innovations, sharing of renewable energy
innovations in exchange for usage rates set by the beneficiaries of the energy
that now contribute to the innovations and construction globally of renewable
energies. Hydrocarbons, fossil fuels need to be utilized for materials; not
wasteful and unnecessary burning!
17.
In addition to focusing on rebuilding America’s infrastructure via
transcontinental subsystem as an underground backbone for all
infrastructures (electrical, black and white water, highspeed transit, smart
truck superhighways, information network, communications network), focus
on 21st century superstructure models, that free up green space, and are
virtually selfsufficient.
18.
Coordinate with nations making such innovations already and
champion this cause by mandating all autos be refitted with hydroelectric
motors and/or solar boosted by the year 2025.

19.
Mandate by law to shut down all coal, nuclear, fossil fuel power plants
worldwide by the year 2050 and improve the existing wind turbines by
refitting them with the turbo systems similar to jet aircraft; create
instantaneous stepup transformers within the turbines by placing wind
generators within windings such that a smaller generator is the rotor of the
next size and so on. Wave generators need to be radically improved think of
buoy/pendulum/gyro models as opposed to the snakelike compression
models currently.
20.
Cooperate and support the African equatorial regions and start
building cities in the desert of state of the art solar collectors and generators,
with water precipitators and create international agreements based on
contribution to such an endeavor of knowledge, materials and labor to build a
worldwide virtually inexhaustible solar farm along those nations for electrical
energy globally. (This does not mean nations should not continue improving
their own wind, wave and solar renewable energy sources and innovations;
just an alternative to destroying the planet and killing all life by continued
poisoning through fossil fuel harvesting, refining, and burning and pretending
that due to “shortages” is the reason people are starving to death and dying of
all the associated ailments.)
21.
Chemical toxins are NOT medication for health and wellness! It is time
the pharmaceutical companies made available health remedies in the natural
form that God created; unaltered genetically or in any way! All nations should
concentrate on bionano technology of creating programmable “cells” of bio
assimilated substances that have NO harmful sideeffects and can be
programmed to remove all cell abnormalities, viral, bacterial, coccal or
parasitic infections. That can even be programmed to replicate healthy cells
the body may be in short supply of. Already tissues and organs have been
biologically generated and now it is time to address all ailments on a cellular
level in this manner!

E.

Australia
1.
Work on building one of the largest desalination processes in the world
as your central region that sits below sea level (America can do this with
“death valley”) Create an aqueduct system that takes in sea water into this low
region and using high grade translucent plastics or glass (or the newer semi
osmosis materials becoming available) take advantage of all the natural
evaporation processes along the way and the natural condensation set to
funnel into freshwater man made aquifers. You and I both know fresh water
holds much of your continent back from agricultural and demographic
expansion.

2.
Stop considering uranium for sale to other nations at this time; the
global political climate is far too unstable. Instead also lead the way in solar
collectors and generators and wave and wind renewable energy sources. Until
mankind can come up with a way to have no radioactive waste with fusion
reactors that consume all usable energy until the material is virtually
completely stable; radioactive materials should be prohibited from use
globally.
3.
The LORD sends rain upon the faithful and gives increase to the
generous! Practice His Instructions for Life contained in the Holy Bible and
droughts will cease and your land will yield bountifully!
4.
The amount of sunshine you receive is also ideal for building solar
powered waste incinerators/refiners. Using solar collectors and
concentrators enough heat can be generated to melt even metals and then
refining processes already available can be utilized to separate the waste into
usable recyclables.
5.
Champion national and global mandates to build easily accessible
automatic composting centers for all food wastes. (Or a choice between
slopping the pigs and composting for all food wastes) And/or integrate
composting as part of universal proper waste management.
6.
Champion salt water farms, hatcheries and fisheries and chefs to
prepare gourmet meals as part of a global effort of sustaining populations
with adequate and tasty nutrition.

F.

Indonesian Region, Fiji, portions of New Zealand
1.
Beware of the very darkness that once had cannibals roaming your
lands! This dark power must be constantly spoken against in the Name of
Yahoshuah the Messiah (JESUS CHRIST), and forbidden from having any place
in any of your citizens. If anyone is found committing cannibalism, execute
them immediately and send their dark spirit to the Abyss (or the will of the
Lord Jesus Christ) to remain bound until the final judgment of all souls! (You
control unclean, foul, dark spirits by commanding them in the Name of JESUS
CHRIST (YAHOSHUAH AM MESCHIACH)); but you must also be filled with the
Holy Ghost or your words will have not the Power of GOD behind them (Acts
19:1316).
2.
Continued idolatry brings continued judgments upon your people and
lands; only by embracing the Gospel of JESUS CHRIST will your people and
lands be healed.

G.

Haiti; Gulf regions, Island nations, into Central America

1.
Hurricane Alley – Hurricanes the size of continents and more powerful
than ever will sweep through these regions if people fail to Repent of their
many sinful ways, idolatries, sexual immoralities, murders, child abuse, slave
trades, You cannot serve both God and idols! Repent of voodoo; get your
shamans to Repent; stop playing with devils and foul and unclean spirits; or
judgments stand ready to sweep you all away and purge the lands of blood
guiltiness and idolatries.
2.
Stop the hidden ways of darkness while claiming to be Christians or
you’ll be reproved by GOD in the Light of Day! Until the people truly repent
and truly receive the Living LORD JESUS CHRIST; all the curses of the Torah
remain; destroying you in the sight of the whole world. Only true Repentance
will bring your nations and people into a state of healing and Blessedness and
the hostile winds will blow warm and friendly once again.
3.
All island nations must learn to properly steward (increase
desalination units, sea farms, hatcheries and fisheries enough to support all
citizens without trade from other nations) the surrounding waters that will
sustain the people; or overpopulation will result in mass starvation.

H.

Denmark, Holland and other northern European countries
1.
Well done in mandating hydroelectric autos; share the method with
political systems analysts and show how you succeeded in this endeavor.
2.
Wind farms; tell the world of the pros and cons thus far as you’ve
expanded this renewable energy more than other nations.
3.
Higher sea levels, dike systems, aqueducts, etc. what automation
advancements have you made; please share with the world as flooding will
become more of a problem until the nations return to GOD and His
Instructions for life. In addition mankind should be creating rivers to renew
dwindling spawning populations of certain species of fish.

I.

Norway
1.
You have made advancements in proper sewage to white water, and
irrigation procedures; please share your innovations with the nations.
2.
Your natural resources benefit social services in a commendable
manner; please share the pros and cons (if any) you have experienced by this
most sane culture concerning natural resource management.

J.

China

1.
You are in an economic boom as your hard working populace is
manufacturing much of the world’s goods currently. As such you are in an
ideal place to model demographic development of selfsustaining
superstructures that marry both residential and professional services in one
building.
2.
Consider mandating smart cars powered by renewable energies and
prohibiting fossil fuel burning engines.
3.
Consider innovating HPVs and modeling a whole town or city primarily
around HPVs. Maybe giving economic incentives or cultural incentives to
citizens choosing HPVs as primary transit.
4.
Monitor closely the melting ice caps on the Himalayans; once gone;
rivers will dry up if you have not adequately prepared water precipitators and
desalination plants to provide potable water for your people.
5.
It would be commendable to champion universal health care and make
certain eastern practices are included in treatment options globally.

K.

Iceland, Polynesian Islands, Volcanic activities globally
1.
Geothermal energy may seem like a renewable energy source and can
be weighed against cost of structures, management and improvement based
on life of the plant; but solar, wind, wave technologies are more cost effective.
Geothermal activity is unstable by comparison and especially as the world
continues to depart from God will become more unstable; destroyed geo
thermal plants will be the least of your problems compared to major
eruptions though. So make sure your people KNOW and LOVE GOD the Creator
of the Universe! (Where geothermal is the most stable is along the oceanic
ridges; massive underwater plants could be constructed there as a global fail
safe for energy; even though just the energy the equatorial regions can
produce via solar technology is enough for the whole planet) I state this
because as much as I would like to see nations cooperate and share renewable
energy to everyone’s benefit; history shows a propensity toward selfishness;
so geothermal might be needed if GREED prevents global prosperity through
sharing of this ideal renewable energy of the equatorial regions on earth.
2.
All islands need to train marine biologists that work with the
fishermen; find out which populations have declined where and start
immediate construction on sea farms (vegetations for human consumption),
hatcheries and fisheries; enough that if trade ceases for any reason your
people can live off your own efforts. Desalination units around your land base
for adequate fresh water supplies need to be constructed and maintained
until the Glorious return of our Lord and Savior, JESUS CHRIST.

L.

Russia
1.
You have a large reserve of gems and some unique to your region;
advertising is key to retailing and liquidating.
2.
Concentrate on bringing your infrastructure current with the
information age; Wireless transponders are less expensive then hardwire
infrastructure.
3.
Overcome western disdain by embracing more capitalism and freedom
of religion in some fields while maintaining high standards of socialism in
other areas.
4.
You have plenty of fresh water and oil reserves; one of your less
capitalized resources is raising animal populations for quality furs. The same
animals that produce quality furs can be used for food; hire chefs to prepare
tasty dishes so the raised animals aren’t wasted. Many societies have become
hypocritical in this regard; as they lounge on leather furniture, leather car
seats, where leather jackets, and at the same time snub furs. Luxury furs and
gems aforementioned are only lacking wise advertising to increase your GNP.
5.
Northern seas contain some of the least polluted species of fish in the
world. Building hatcheries and fisheries in these climates will have high yields
of those species; keep your ice breakers in good repair.
6.
Embrace the Gospel of JESUS CHRIST; and innovations and prosperity
will be upon you; but attack Israel or Christians in your nation or neighbors
and Divine Consequences will come upon you.
7.
God has much more to say to you and your people; only embrace the
Gospel of JESUS CHRIST and Wisdom will inspire your citizens to achieve great
advances.

M.

India
1.
False religions will lead to starvation of the masses; the worship of
creatures must cease; instead turn to the One Creator
2.
While feeding your children is commendable; neglect not spiritual
enlightenment which is achieved by knowing the One True GOD! (Jeremiah
29:1113; 31:3134; 1Jn 5:20; Acts 2:38,39; Jn 1417)
3.
Tsunamis; floods; and other “natural disasters” will continue as
judgments as long as idolatries are adhered to by your people; only true
Repentance will bring relief from judgments coming in increased severity and
rapidity.

4.
Outdated productions and services may sustain briefly; but
innovations cause you to prosper. Embrace biodiversity and small farms;
reject monopolies that will place you and your people in strangleholds.
5.
Just taking over dental paste production can result in billions of dollars
of revenue. Replace the highly toxic fluoride products with Neem and other
natural healthy herbals, botanicals and medicinals. A portion of cosmetics and
perfumes that also are not toxic chemicals can be a large source of revenue for
your GNP.
6.
Maintain your naturally unaltered grain stores such as millets that
grow in drought regions; these naturally occurring grains; not genetically
modified can mean the difference of starvation or life in harsh climatic regions
of the world. Reject genetically modified foods and cheap grain supplies (In
my opinion, if even bugs with microscopic brains won’t eat it; it can’t be
healthy). It is a capitalistic method to put out of business competitors in the
short term; so they monopolize in the future for long term gains by creating a
stranglehold on what matters most (food and water). Free your people from
this threat of global enslavement and encourage your small farmers; if
necessary by boycotting imports of cheap staples and subsidizing your
farmers with grants and education to bring back local produce diversity and
competition. Just like citizens don’t have a legal voice against the armies of
attorneys representing multinational entities; individual farmers can’t
compete against corporate conglomerate agricultural giants; without aide
from the people and political powers. In America we see superstore giants like
WalMart drive small retailers out of business; only to raise their prices when
all the competition is gone. This is the danger of monopolies. (Cheap today and
costs you your lives tomorrow).
7.
Ayurvedic remedies and other eastern practices should also be
included in treatment options of universal healthcare for all citizens.

N.

Nations near world super powers
1.
Greed and pride moves upon megalomaniacs to desire more and more
endlessly. If you do not have people willing to fight to the death for your
freedoms and independence; careful negotiations with nearby superpowers
are in your interest.

2.
Certain nations possessing natural resources or in the path of natural
resources (oil today, food and water for the unprepared future) are being
targeted under international façades. It is therefore in your interests to sell
such resources to powers nearby and form alliances thereby; until you and
your people are strong and willing enough to fight for independence and
freedom. Keep the resources at affordable rates or history and current events
show invasion and militant conquest is virtually inevitable.
3.
Such nations should make sure all citizens significantly benefit from
such trade negotiations or caste instability will create years of corruption,
warlords, riots and revolutions as all history shows clearly. If you want to be a
nation of free, peaceful and happy families; citizens must unite to demand
equal benefit from existing natural resources. True personal and national
security is in knowing the One True GOD! And even bully’s learn to respect
their victims if only punched hard enough. Sadly, freedom in all of history has
been purchased by souls willing to fight to the death by whatever means
available to them and until Christ returns in Glory; that is the way it is; so one
of the first things all citizens in smaller nations should demand is the right to
bear arms; and to receive competent training in their use!

O.

Arabia, Middle Eastern; OilRich Nations
1.
Have no fear, oil will continue to be a necessary resource for materials
such as plastics; so your economic status is not threatened by a shift to
renewable energies.
2.
However, you have the wealth and the days of sunlight to fund solar
power farms and make innovations to make generators even more productive
than at present. By crossing over into building solar generators and water
precipitators, regions once thought uninhabitable or hostile will become
veritable oasis’s!
3.
You house some geographic holy sites (such as the fenced off Mt. Sinai);
opening these up to the world will increase knowledge, tourism, and benefit
your people thereby through good will of the visitors.
4.
Share more of the national wealth with your citizens (by employing
them all with living wages toward construction of the solar generators, water
precipitators, desalination plants and new cities in the desert thereby); a
happy and prosperous people makes for a strong and stable government;
which in turns improves global relations.

P.

South American nations

1.
The Rain Forest has the largest variety and most potent forms of
naturally occurring medicinals in the world; stop burning and leveling
acreage of the rain forest throwing out billions and billions of dollars of
revenue in the process by properly maintaining the forest and harvesting all
the remedies!
2.
Fresh water fisheries throughout the Amazonian region could supply
the world’s population with the largest variety of fresh water species
anywhere!
3.
The Andes steppe regions (large concentration of microclimates) are
ideal for identifying climatic and elevation limitations for a large variety of
agricultural commodities. (In the process of creating more tolerant varieties
of fruits, nuts, grains, vegetables, legumes and tubers.)
4.
Certain species of fish migrate to the waters off Chile, Argentina,
Peruvian coasts to spawn; these giant varieties should be protected species
and added to those regions’ hatcheries and fisheries until their numbers
return.
5.
Coffee and Cocoa will continue to be in demand as long as mankind is
still populating the earth; to increase yields; learn to speak in faith over your
agricultural endeavors in addition to improving composting and irrigation
methods.
6.
Farmers all over the world should divide their lands into eight sections
to ensure they let one section rest completely every seventh year according to
God’s counsel. (Rotate such that each section is ensured of full rest for one out
of every seven years). I recommend the eight sections such that one section
can be left for the “poor among you” to glean.
7.
Patagonia region; legalize beaver trapping (ones that cause
instantaneous death) and fur products to solve the wetlands problem
destroying forests and the natural ecosystem that existed before the beaver
was brought in there.

Q.

Central African nations
1.

Unite to prevent genocides.

2.
Your nations should unite to deal with malaria. Until bionano tech
creates injectible, nanobot cells that target parasitic infections, deal with high
mosquito populations with bat and sparrow hotels; and in high concentrations
of malaria by entrapping the bloodsuckers by taking some of the byproducts
of meat processing facilities and use to incinerate them by solar
concentrators heating the flight path of the mosquitoes coming to partake.
(lure and funnel populations that are naturally incinerated by solar lenses)
3.
Build waste recycling centers to handle the dumping contracts you
have with other nations and turn it into profits by salvaging the materials for
resell for manufacturing.
4.

Expand your agriculture; especially coffee and chocolate.

5.
Retail your precious metals and gems directly instead of wholesaling to
existing distributors. Form unions for the harvesters and miners to be given
living wages.
6.
Mandate white water septic systems and stop polluting your rivers and
lakes with human sewage.
7.
Capitalize as a nation on your unique species of wildlife and fauna.
Don’t let a few benefit from these natural resources; by uniting as a people
and demanding rights for all citizens such as education, healthcare,
mandatory minimum wages, etc. etc.
8.
Document/ film the bipedal dinosaur still living in your dense jungle
regions and don’t let evolutionists talk you into lying to the rest of the world
about its existence. (This goes for all extremely rare species worldwide; such
as Sasquatch; Oki; Nessi; Yeti; and all the species currently classified as crypto
zoological.) (On a side note; don’t kill “Big foot” or treat that species as an
animal; they have families and talk with each other and are otherwise more
civil in some respects than modern man and no, they are NOT the “missing
link”.) For my part, I hope certain species remain hidden from modern man
that has a propensity to experiment on anyone or anything they are just
willfully too ignorant to understand just as it is.

R.

Mediterranean Region
1.
The sea is being overrun by invader vegetation; continue to find
species that eat these foreign invaders, hopefully turn this into a positive
occurrence by harvesting the species fed by the invaders or creating edibles
from the invading vegetation itself.

2.
Find out which species are in decline and immediately employ
fishermen and citizens in numerous hatcheries and fisheries with a mandate
to release a certain percentage of all species into the wild to rebuild dwindling
populations.
3.
All island nations really need to concentrate on expanding their
resources to include desalination units; sea farms (vegetation), hatcheries and
fisheries. Eventually, even superstructures will be limited by land space; so it
is necessary to develop underground and oceanic residential living models.
Island nations also need to mandate composting and build tiered farming
structures. Island nations are the litmus paper to the health of the world. If an
island nation can’t support its population; it is an indicator that it is possible
to reach critical mass regarding numbers of persons inhabiting the earth and
a warning to us all. Remember trade relations are not guaranteed; learn to be
as selfsufficient as possible.
4.
You are near the north African equatorial regions and would make
sense to help fund the construction of the solar generators for a perpetual use
agreement in reduction of energy costs. Much can be done in your own
nations; but I am speaking to smaller nations without as much land mass and
sun exposure. Perhaps even profit sharing agreements depending on the
amount of initial and ongoing contributions or maintenance of the solar
generators.
5.
All nations that embrace the Gospel of JESUS CHRIST are embracing
God’s Blessings; so make the Holy Bible available to all citizens. Encourage
citizens that hold to different religions or worldviews to debate verbally;
never violently. If one is confident they hold the Truth in their way of life they
should be able to peaceably defend their rationale. In free discourse lies real
freedom!

III.

Things the public is willfully kept in ignorance of by governments:
A.

Existence of extraterrestrials
1.
Extraterrestrial contact has been made on numerous occasions. This
does not mean the God of the Holy Bible is not the Creator of the Universe;
even the extraterrestrials have acknowledged the existence of GOD.

2.
Holding extraterrestrials in confinement rather than helping them
rebuild crashed craft and letting them go is endangering peaceful relations
with others of their kind. Mankind needs to stop being afraid of their own
shadows and Hollywood should stop producing movies that make aliens to be
warlike and predatory or otherwise frightening. People are already naturally
afraid of anything or anyone they don’t understand and with an epidemic of
ignorance the last thing we need are frightened masses that shoot first and ask
questions later.
3.
An International database should be created documenting especially
all evidences of Close Encounters; especially of the fourth and fifth kinds; with
audiovisual evidence of any supporting implant artifacts. Abductees claim a
special interest in reproductive systems because according to rumors from
SETI personnel some aliens are seeking hybrids in order to handle our gravity
and biohazards.
4.
Supposedly Martians once existed and some global extinction event left
only a relative few survivors in spacecraft and have been attempting for
millenniums to adapt to our increased gravity. (These are described as small
and frail bipedal about 45ft with large craniums and eyes; small mouths and
nostrils)
5.
AlphaCentauri’s and grays are supposedly the other two species of
extraterrestrials documented with SETI and kept secret by governments so
far to date. These are both described as tall and lanky, bipedal 67ft. and even
elongated craniums. The grays are apparently from some planet among the
Pleiades systems and are taller than the AlphaCentauri’s. According to one
former SETI member both the Martians and the AlphaCentauri’s are
cooperative and have shared technologies; such that we have advancements
that are released by plan so as not to alarm the public. However, the grays are
more hostile and uncooperative and are responsible for most of the invasive
abductions. While I cannot confirm the existence of which species of extra
terrestrials have made contact; I will say I am firmly convinced not only by
evidence; but by revelations (vision methods known as “remote viewing”) that
extraterrestrial contact has been made and even at least one extraterrestrial
confined and kept secret from the public.

B.
Technologies (I have been amazed how many people just assume
someone telling them something they are in complete ignorance of is
“crazy” and will even argue about something they know nothing about;
rather than acknowledge their own ignorance and learn something new;
so much so, they embrace and even fortify being willfully ignorant
rather than knowledgeable. I could probably list 100 or more
advancements that exist today and have even been publicly televised
and yet still find people who would rather assume I’m lying, hoaxing,
crazy or anything but telling them factual truth; like the hospital
homicide attempts I personally survived).
1.

Holographs and VR gear already exist; DOD members can confirm.

2.
Xray glasses that look like a standard pair of sunglasses exist; in
addition to multigoggles that possess available light, infrared and xray
technologies on demand.
3.
Smart clothing like the movie Predator demonstrated is nearly
perfected.

4.
New weapons technologies that are “slow and silent kill” methods
allow governments to target citizens and make them appear to die of natural
causes when in fact they were targeted with intensified RF energy weapons;
some weapons are actually capable of targeting isolated (12’ or less radius)
locations on earth from satellites! These are used on dissidents or high
priority targets that the government doesn’t want to turn into a martyr by
outright assassinations as in the former days. (There are many methods
governments utilize to assassinate targets these days that challenge these
criminals in places they don’t belong). Food and beverage poisoning is a
favorite method and very easy to accomplish upon targets that enjoy dining
out. Agents get hired under false identities or even bribe existing employees
to turn the other way or flash a badge; distract and poison the target’s food
and beverages. If you dine out regularly and know you are a high priority
target beware of food and beverage poisoning. The agent hired under the false
identity just disappears under a new government issued identity after their
target is assassinated in this manner. Once a target is under government
surveillance; you are being scrutinized for weaknesses in how to murder you
successfully or frame you for wrongful arrest and imprisonment. As such,
spies pose as new girlfriends, boyfriends as the case may be and gain
entrance to your private quarters for information gathering and/or framing.
Governments worldwide regularly murder; assassinate those who present the
greatest challenge to their continued criminal practices. Very few
governments are devoid of criminal corruption of some kind sadly and at
worst many protect murderers and mass murderers as these corrupt
politicians get ultra wealthy from their criminal alliances with corrupt
businesses and even such organizations that participate in human slave
trafficking.
5.

Force field technologies are emerging.

6.
Sonic weapons designed for warfare are being utilized on civilians by
police powers as well.
7.
Laser weapons ground to space and in flight, even handheld cutting
devices presently exist.
8.
Plasma technologies are in process as interplanetary drives;
incinerators, drillers, and weapons.
9.
Nanotechnology has increased so as to make the RFID implants to be
remotely powered to become transceiver devices. (Ability to listen to private
conversations/ moments)

10.
Chips the size of a grain of coarse ground pepper can be remotely
activated to send hires digital images and can be sealed from water damage
and painted even into toilets; yes, some government agents can actually spy
even on your bowel movements! (Some of the voyeur feeds online have
corrupt government ties)
11.
Digital cameras have become so small they can ride on the abdomens
of beetles and other insects and used to spy in this manner as well.
12.
Digital cameras can even look like power indicators on TVs, smoke
detectors, etc. and in home security systems can be used to spy on the
inhabitants.
13.
I encourage MIT to cease and desist with neural implant technologies
as the government wants to use these implants to make programmable
assassins and soldiers that receive directives via the implants much like
cyborgs.
14.
I encourage antigravitational technologies. There are technologies
that could wipe mankind off the earth faster than exploding all the nuclear
weapons to date at once. Not all knowledge is good knowledge; if you are an
inventor make certain you don’t manifest technologies that maniacs in power
would use for great evil and destruction. (Like atomic fission; scientists should
have known it would be used destructively)
15.
The perpetual motion machine and centripetal propulsion should be
looked into in further detail.
16.
One of the significant factors keeping the world from advancing sanely
into the 21st century are too many existing wealthy persons clinging to the old
ways that have made them wealthy and fearing change for the better. The
public needs to insist on these innovations because the existing wealthy are so
comfortable in general that they would rather watch the world drown in
pollution and mass millions die off than embrace the needed innovations to
prevent those tragedies! In other words, the masses need to get angry enough
and realize you are fighting for your lives and that of your children!

17.
Genetic splicing and mutation. When the Nazis were assimilated into
our government; horrible things came along with them. Like the desire to
breed a super race. Human DNA has been spliced with animal and even sea life
such that mutations exist in secret locations of these hybrid species. (Don’t
believe anyone who says this isn’t possible; they are LYING) Genetically
modified foods and animals are well documented and made public; and the
distasteful clones and genetic mutations imagined by “science fiction” have
occurred as well and are kept from public knowledge; so these insane
“scientists” aren’t justly and swiftly executed for their abominable and
tortuous practices. In addition eugenic fascism in our government has also
caused sterilization and abortion upon the poor masses; while secretly
funding “breeders”; government agents (identified as genetic desirables)
instructed to procreate with certain members of society for money.
18.
New body armors superior to even Kevlar and the “dragon scale”
varieties and individual flight devices have come into existence.
19.

Transformer autos that can fly exist.

20.

Individual jet craft that fly just like “jet ski” water craft exist.

21.

Individual sub craft exist.

22.
Plasma drillers exist and so underground cities should begin to be
made public; not just secretive government organizations.
23.
Almost any technology you’ve seen in the movies exists except for such
notable exceptions such as the “beam me up Scotty” transporters,
interplanetary; intergalactic spacecraft of our origin, food replicators, but
much more “science fiction” technologies exist presently than the public is
made aware of. I am not for robot technologies as presently exist in the area of
warfare. Our greatest advancements in robot technologies all deal with death
and destruction. If robotic development was restricted to constructive uses it
would be fine but the day robots are used against us; as we have been using
them against other people and nations; will be the day you’ll understand my
point of view.
24.
No nation should ever get so confident in its technological terrors or
innovations that their respective politicians think to subjugate other nations;
or God will humble you quickly by giving foreign powers an advancement that
puts yours to shame and gives you “a taste of your own medicine”.

C.

Population management
1.

Policies of death

a)
Death rate is increased by willfully creating economic recessions
and depressions
b)
Abortion clinics exist in poor demographics and encouraged in
public education settings (poor masses targeted)
c)
Most harmful additives and preservatives exist in the cheapest
food products and government handouts
d)
Pharmaceutical medications contain harmful chemicals
intentionally. (Drugs are designed not to cure or make well the patient
but rather to make the patient have to take them indefinitely; and even
more “medications” until they die (prematurely))
e)
Environmental regulations are lifted; water supplies polluted
upon the poor and unsuspecting masses
f)
Sterilization is offered regularly to mothers with C sections
(convinced of needing such); the mentally ill and all such citizens the
government deems undesirable
g)
Fluoride is championed though highly toxic for use upon the
ignorant masses
h)
Military recruiting centers exist primarily in the poorest
demographics (next to the Planned Slaughterhood Clinics)
i)
Ads target poor demographics for pharmaceutical
experimentation (FDA approval processes)
j)
FDA approves additives, preservatives, drugs known to cause
serious injuries and death and leaves such substances on the market for
distribution to any and all citizens ignorant enough to take them
k)
Citizens are being murdered/euthanized without government
prosecution by mass murdering doctors and nurses in local hospitals
across the nation, and government mental institutions, even prisoners
are being experimented on causing premature deaths.
l)
Prisoners are under the constant threat of death regardless of
their offense in the event of certain natural disasters, enemy invasions or
anytime the overall security is threatened due to some catastrophe.
m)
Designated battalions are being trained to suppress rioters or
civilian unrest in addition to increased police powers.

n)
Law enforcement using lethal measures are constantly justified
publicly even when there was no legitimate reason for the
shooting/murder.
o)
Lower ranking soldiers are victims of bio, chemical and
radioactive warfare and experimentation (the poor are expendable to
the eugenic fascists in the Pentagon and other government agencies)
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p)
Wars are incited not just for political reasons but to reduce
global populations (why there are so many “civilian casualties” and
“collateral damage”. And why no significant effort is made to deal with
the tens of millions of land mines still buried globally; and the lasting
effects of agent orange, depleted uranium war heads, etc.)
q)
New terms are being created as diseases, mental illnesses, and
political enemies to target citizens at will for incarceration and
“treatments” that lead to permanent injuries and even death (the most
recent psychotropics carry “lethal” side effects)
r)
Lending policies put the largest usury on the poor as “stress
related illnesses” has become well documented
s)
The poor work in the most environmentally harmful positions
and can’t afford legal remedies against the armies of attorneys the
wealthy corporate entities purchase to insulate themselves and these
criminal ways
t)
The poor are suckered into hazardous environmental cleanups
while the wealthy; if they show up at all, have superior hazmat gear to
all the slave laborers
u)
The wealthy have ways of avoiding drafts or anything they don’t
want to participate in; while the poor are on the “front lines” (The family
gets a flag or some trinket; while the wealthy eugenic fascists get multi
million/billion dollar contracts and revenue in perpetuation of the
military/industrial/political complex)
v)
The wealthy get preferential treatment and extraordinary
healthcare measures; while the poor are kicked out of hospitals to die on
the streets

w)
The wealthy get quality “at home care” if they become disabled;
but even Medicare and Medicaid is of no assistance to persons so poor
they can’t afford even the copays! If you’re truly poor, the message the
greedy USA culture clearly sends is DIE! DIE! You’re worthless and an
unwanted burden to all the rest of us!
x)
Mountain blasting for coal and sludge is allowed to decimate
ecologies (typically around communities too poor to fight the major
money interests); shale fracturing is allowed to destroy aquifers; toxins
are allowed to fill the air we breathe; the wealthy have water
purification and revitalization processes; and even air purification
systems in their residences and “work” places. Organic foods, and quality
beverages are the most expensive commodities because policies of death
are upon the poor; while the wealthy are given every assistance and
encouraged to procreate. Our society is designed by the wealthy to favor
the wealthy and cause the poor (genetically undesirable) to die as
quickly as many be possible and still maintain “plausible deniability”.
Even genetic desirables are paid “breeders” in our eugenic fascist nation.
y)
Disabled veterans are left to die in the streets; too poor to obtain
any adequate legal representation for just compensation from the
eugenic fascists responsible for their disability
z)
Certain “inoculations” cause “accidental” deaths of infants in
regions the government knows has a high concentration of Christians
(because they have a reputation of “forgiving” without filing wrongful
death and malpractice suits)
aa)
Cures for cancer and other ailments have existed for decades for
the wealthy; but the poor are systematically told they have a limited time
to live by “doctors” when they’re diagnosed and in desperation people
are suckered into thinking chemicals and radiation that makes their hair
fall out is actually going to help them (statistics show it helps them; that
is, all the quicker to the grave). Antidotes are readily available for the
wealthy elite for biochemical warfare; but the masses can be
exterminated at will and during epidemics there are always “shortages”
of anything that could save the masses from dying.
bb)
Slow responses during natural disasters are intentional but just
enough to still maintain plausible deniability that the elite wanted more
of the poor masses to die off.

cc)
Mass murdering doctors and nurses are set free to murder even
more of the naively trusting poor masses; but you can bet if a poor
citizen intentionally killed as many of them as they were nationally
exposed of by CNN; that poor citizen would have fried in the chair. (Over
a million hospital caused deaths occur every year with no investigations
and no media attention; more Americans have died at the hands of
doctors and nurses in hospitals across the nation than all the wars our
country has been in combined)!
dd)
Public schools now have sexual education in which abortion is
likened to just another means of birth control and the homosexual
lifestyle is actively promoted. (because eugenicists know the statistical
facts that homosexuals have less longevity and serve to reduce the birth
rate; furthermore; brainwashing the poor masses with reasons to
disdain marriage and pregnancies, babies in general is a successful
means at reducing birth rates among the undesirable poor slave masses)
ee)
If you could access the US treasury records you would find out
that the most outspoken activists in such things as “abortion rights”
(leadership in government subsidized Planned Parenthood (Planned
Slaughterhood) have direct political ties) are government agents
inciting the brainwashed masses to such a degree they insanely demand
their right to murder their own progeny! (Just like the “theory of
evolution”, population management by brainwashing children in these
manners in our public schools is all intended by our eugenic fascist
leaders who look at the masses as a plague on earth and completely
expendable) Creationists and Christians are systematically forced to be
silent or resign from colleges and public education forums; all as
intended.
2.

Price setting
a)
To decrease populations oil is raised and coincide with publicly
staged crises in order to drive prices of all goods and services out of the
reach of the poorest members of society (suicide rate goes up and stress
related illnesses)
b)
Commodities aren’t subsidized at former levels raising the price
of basic staples so citizens starve
c)
The public is lied to by government controlled propaganda
claiming shortages of water, food, crops, energy, virtually anything to
raise stress levels and costs of goods and services even when there is
plenty

d)
Government friendly monopolies aren’t really “regulated” but
rather allowed to set unjustified prices upon the public masses simply by
bribing law makers and government “regulators”
e)
Having babies is expensive and ever increased the more
governments want to discourage population growth; and associated
costs of raising a child is repeatedly increased and spread through
government controlled major media “news broadcasts”
3.

Enslavement of the poor masses
a)
The poor regularly end up in prison for even minor offenses while
the wealthy committing even worse offenses buy their freedom regularly
b)
The poor imprisoned are not procreating so sentences of many
years are given out for even minor offenses to the poor
c)
The poor cannot afford legal representation to help form labor
unions so minimum wage stays ever lower with relation to the real cost
of living
d)
The cost of living goes up while government controlled media
tells the public who can’t afford to purchase the same groceries for
themselves as they did last year that the cost of living has gone down
(lies to the public while quality of life of the poor masses is in rapid
decline)
e)
The poor regularly have their rights and lives abused by the
wealthy insurance companies, corporations, doctors and nurses and
even the government agencies and have no legal recourse or any
recourse at the abuse and maltreatment as attorneys now almost
entirely work for the wealthy and almost none exist taking probono
cases or payment based on prevailing.
f)
The wealthy exercise political power upon even local
governments while poor citizens trying to report crimes are mocked by
public servants too lazy and too ignorant to competently perform their
jobs. (A wealthy victim of crime gets not only civil remedies but
assistance from law enforcement authorities; while the poor is shuffled
out the door with an excuse or two that often makes them feel as if
they’ve been victimized not only by criminals but by the apathetic
authorities)

D.

Secret Organizations
1.

Federal Reserve

a)

Members and operations not conspicuous

b)

Authority to operate not clearly stated

c)

Procedures for minting currency not publicly stated

d)

Lending to the US government not constitutionally authorized

e)

Existence not constitutionally authorized

f)
Paper currency not backed with any substance of internationally
agreed real value
2.
Government programs such as MKUltra I and II, Orion, School of the
Americas
3.
Satanism and other occult practices by members of our government;
including molech worshipping in the Bohemian Grove
4.

Skull and Bones men

5.

Masons

6.

Rosicrucians

7.

Bildeburger Group

8.

Illuminati

9.

IMF

10.

WTO

11.

Trilateral commission

12.
Public figures of the President, House and Senate, operate in the light
only during planned televised broadcasts but the government lifers in the CIA,
FBI, Pentagon, NSA, and the many other organizations run the USA in the dark;
in addition to the popular political figures that put on scientifically planned
speeches and shows for the public. (Campaigns, State of the Union addresses
all tell the public completely fabricated stories as the politicians put on
orchestrated acts that have nothing to do with actual operations which now is
politicians with corrupt corporate ties and global political ambitions to rule
the world; these multimillionaires and multibillionaires increase their
personal wealth by knowing which corporations are going to make profits
based on the bribed political ties and many have ownership interests in the
same. Bribes and kickbacks are regular practice (contributions, lobbyists) and
even “fines” or payoffs to avoid them, disappear into private bank accounts
doing nothing for the public; while the show goes on through government
controlled propaganda and clever orations causing the masses to focus on
anything but the real operations of what has basically become organized
crime! (Not all but far too many are so corrupt that this standard of practice
has become expected in free items of anything from pens and paper to
vacations, etc. of luxurious living; while the masses are lied to continuously by
the psychologically savvy speech writers.) Even FDA approval processes are
just a matter of money or someone give me some other plausible rationale of
how substances with LETHAL side effects get approved for human ingestion
and other substances causing chronic ailments and death to millions remain
on the market. (You might argue that FDA members are given fictional data by
the food and drug industries; but when statistics of body counts rise with
proven links to additives, preservatives and highly toxic “medications”
(poisons) are in such numbers as to alarm even the most ignorant among us;
then explain how these persons neglect to remove such substances from the
market.) You and I know that the pervasive corruption present today;
torturing and murdering the poor masses is the direct result of personal
GREED in the unholy marriage (plutarchy) between big business and
politicians currently.
13.
Many of these secret organizations have pledges that are outside and
apart from oaths to our Constitution, nation and interest of the citizens of
United States in general. Some even have luciferian pledges of allegiance at the
highest levels. Some of the persons in these organizations are involved in
creating a New World Constitution and New World Order; which supersedes
the US Constitution and, in my opinion, could easily be construed as
treasonous!

14.
Christ and His Followers operated in the Light and shone before the
whole world; beware of any “secret” knowledge or organization for
whatsoever makes manifest is of the Light (Eph 5:13); but the hidden things in
darkness the wise will expose rather than participate in.

Christians need to cease having the attitude that God said it would come; so let’s just sit back and let the
devil and his unholy horde do whatever they want. Sadly many “Christians” are so apathetic and
complacent to this threat to their welfare and lives; that they are practically lining up to be branded as a
slave to the anti‐christian “New World Order” and remaining so in love with this present world and the
things of this world; that they might even accept the RFID bio‐chip implants (mark of the beast) rather
than suffer any hardship resisting these megalo‐maniacs; intending to enslave everyone on earth. I call
the true Christians today to unite, expose the plans and works of the anti‐christ, and foil their plans by
bringing as many souls as possible into the knowledge of Truth; our LORD AND SAVIOR JESUS CHRIST;
and then making sure all such souls understand the counsel of GOD as contained in the Holy Bible. I wish
a Holy Fire of Zeal would come upon all who Know and Love the One True GOD and see all souls such
that everyone who rejects JESUS CHRIST will become a mortal adversary and everyone who receives
Him a Present and Everlasting Friend! Apathy, Laziness, Cowardice are not traits becoming of the Gospel
of JESUS CHRIST. Salvation is NOT a spectator sport! PARTICIPATE and do in the journey of your
incarnation what you would be remembered for in Eternity!!!!!!!!

